3 elastic nonlinearity (Fig. 3c,d ). While extensive work regarding its quasi-static mechanical properties has been conducted 12, 17 , high frequency mechanical behavior in spider silk remains largely unexplored 18 ; given the hierarchical structure of spider silk, we expect non-trivial mechanical behavior at hypersonic frequencies. In this work, we employ Brillouin light scattering (BLS) to interrogate the mechanical properties and further elucidate the silk fiber microstructure.
Fibers silked from a Nephila edulis spider (Fig. 1a) , were wound on the BLS holder creating a grid of parallel fibers (Fig. 1b) . Two special scattering geometries were adopted to select the direction of the scattering q either parallel (q || in Fig. 1g ) or normal (q⊥ in Fig. 1h ) to the fibers [S1].
Figure 1| Access to the mechanical properties along and normal to the spider dragline fiber: a) Optical microscopy of the spider spinnerets. Both major and minor ampullate fibers are shown, but only the major is used for the BLS experiment. b) Grid of parallel major ampullate fibers on the cell holder. c) Scanning electron microscope image of a single 2μm diameter spider dragline silk fiber. d, e) Schematic of a single fiber in cross-section and in longitudinal section with mechanical anisotropy (M || and M  ). The yellow regions are semicrystalline nanofibers with axial (L) and radial (d f ) dimensions and the brown regions are the oriented non-crystalline chains. f) Alanine rich highly ordered nanocrystals with size ~5 nm (yellow blocks) are interlinked by oriented amorphous glycine-rich chains (indicated as extended lines). g, h) Light scattering geometries allowing for probing the elastic constants either parallel (blue) q || or normal (red) q⊥ to the fiber axis. The two colored arrows indicate the direction of the scattering wave vector q with magnitudes: q || = (4π/λ) sin(θ/2) and q⊥ = (4πn/λ) sin(θ/2) where θ is the scattering angle and λ the wavelength of the incident laser beam.
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In order to determine the complete dynamic mechanical behavior, the full dispersion ω(q) for a particular polarization state must be known 19 . Experimental access to the linearly dispersive portion of   q  is a prerequisite to obtain the acoustic sound velocities and elastic moduli. At high frequencies (GHz), where the phonons are of the appropriate length scale ( < 300 nm) for strong interaction with the hierarchically structured spider silk new microstructural information may be obtained. Here, we substantiate the dispersion relation to be significantly more detailed and quite distinct from the linear acoustic regime 20 .
We focus on phonon propagation along the fiber axis, where interesting dispersion behavior is observed. The symmetric (Stokes-and anti-Stokes process) BLS spectrum exhibits a two doublet spectral line shape (upper panel in Fig. 2a ) at q || = 0.0167 nm -1 for predominantly longitudinally or radially polarized modes. The nature of the peaks labeled (1) and (3) are unraveled in Fig. 2b [S2].
At long phonon wavelengths (low q || 's in Fig. 2b ), mode (1) Fig. 3d ) of native silk arises from the nanofibrillar structure, consisting of highly oriented "hard" nanofibrils along the fiber axis 17, 21 embedded in a softer non-crystalline matrix ( Fig. 1d-f) . Importantly, the radially random but axially aligned nanofibril bundles leads to overall structural uniaxial anisotropy causing the large mechanical anisotropy parallel and normal to the silk fiber axis. This has significant consequences to the axial dispersion relation of the fiber at hypersonic length scales.
Experimentally, we observed that the axial dispersion relation ( Unlike colloidal crystals 5 and hybrid superlattices 6 with a periodic structure at length scales comparable with λ = 2π/q || , the formation of the axial band gap in a silk fiber is not attributable to interference-based Bragg-type scattering 5 nor particle-resonance induced hybridization 7, 8 . Instead, this is attributed to the cooperative effects between the structural anisotropy and nonlinear elasticity arising from the supramolecular structure of spider silk. Specifically, we show that the anomalous behavior stems from both nanostructured fibrils embedded within an amorphous matrix (forming the ubiquitous signature of an upper cutoff band (3) and the mechanical nonlinearity of spider silk, which leads to the anomalous dispersion of the lower band (1). (1) and (2) in the two directions for the amorphous (triangles) regenerated film. The off-axis sound velocity (2) in the native fiber (dashed line) is moderately higher than the sound velocity of the single acoustic phonon in both the regenerated amorphous films.
To substantiate this, we first address the dispersion of band (3). The embedded nanofibrils 2, 9 act as mechanical waveguides, with the eigenmodes classified by their displacement field pattern symmetries 22 [S5]. Additionally, there is the signature of cutoff modes ( Fig. 2b and Fig. 3a The anomalous dispersion of mode (1) needs to be understood, in particular in the formation of a negatively dispersive region, including q * and beyond where the bending of branch (1) occurs
[S6]. We propose that this originates from the nonlinearity and nonlocality in the mechanical response, afforded by the micro-structured spider silk [S6c] . The nonlinear stiffening with applied strain leads to improved toughness and strength, has been suggested both theoretically 24 and 8 experimentally 25 [S6d]. We further investigated the dynamic behavior of fibers under both increased (stretching) and decreased (supercontraction) pre-strain (Figs. 3a,b) . Upon supercontraction, the effective medium sound velocity c || = 4270±20 ms -1 decreases by about 15%, (due to decrease of the matrix sound velocity), whereas the bandwidth Δf g° (≈ 0.47) increases by 31% (Fig. 3a) [S6]. In comparison, the relaxed amorphous chains (Fig. 1f) stiffen only when significantly stretched (> 15%) [S6b] ; similarly, the stress-strain curves of super-contracted silk exhibited a large stress plateau 23 . A stronger dependence on strain is anticipated for the native fiber ( Fig. 3b) , as pre-strained (by spinning) chains strain-stiffen with only a small additional strain.
Hence, we observe that at 18% applied strain (Fig. 3b) , the speed of sound c || (= 6260±60 ms -1 )
increases by about 27%, whereas Δf g° (≈ 0.24) decreases by about 33%, compared to the native fiber. The nonlinear regime is identified by the distinct strain dependence of the longitudinal moduli M || and M  (Fig. 3c) . While the nonlinearity in the radial direction is weak (M  ~ constant), the mechanical anisotropy (M || / M  ) increases significantly with strain ( Fig. 3d) , corroborating the anticipated strain-induced axial stiffening. Just before failure (~18% applied strain) the silk fiber reaches an anisotropy of M || / M  ~ 5 at these high frequencies, notably much higher than in synthetic semi-crystalline systems of similar chemical compositions but unoriented microstructure (Fig. S4) .
The observed decrease of q* (bending of the lower branch) at 18% strain clearly reflects the increase in the velocity of mode (1), consistent with strain-induced stiffening (Fig. 3b) . To account for the trend with varying strain (Fig. 3a, b) , from high extension (+18%) to supercontraction (-20%) , we consider the nonlocal elastic nonlinearity in the spider silk utilizing a discretized lattice model to capture the nonlocality imparted by the pre-strain distributions in the amorphous matrix (Fig. 3e) . The nonlinearity is included through anharmonicity up to the fourth order 26, 27 [S6c]. In the dispersion relation,
where u 0 is the pre-strain, a 0 is the discretization length-scale that captures the "effective" structural nonlocality in the medium arising from the pre-strain distribution in the amorphous matrix [S6c], and F nonlinearity (q) accounts for the nonlinearity through higher order stiffness constants [S6]. This simplified model captures the dynamics because the displacement fields are predominantly polarized in the axial direction, i.e. we are examining eigenmodes of the same pseudo "one-dimensional" structure. The 1D analytical solutions show good agreement with the experimental dispersion relations in Figs. 3a and 3b. Several defining features of the nonlinear mechanical responses (Fig. 3a,b) are well modeled, particularly the dispersion band (1), which is commonly associated with the "acoustic" branch. For the native fiber, the maximum strained fiber and the super-contracted fiber, the vanishing group velocity at q* is followed by a dispersion with negative curvature (Figs. 2b,3a,3b) , a clear signature of nonlocality (Fig. 3e) [S6c,d ]. This unique nonlocal, nonlinearity imbues spider silk with a region of negative group velocity enabling negative refraction and potential focusing of hypersonic phonons.
The cutoff frequency of band (3) remains unchanged under supercontraction (at -20%), although the effective medium sound velocity decreases (Fig. 3a) . In contrast to an anticipated band bending at a larger q* as expected from hybridization, it occurs at the same q*, albeit now at a lower frequency (10.7 GHz instead of 12.2 GHz); this decrease is predominantly due to reduced nonlinearity [S6c], consistent with supercontraction. Under large strains (~20%), a lowered cutoff frequency  and a higher effective medium sound velocity are observed (Fig. 3b) . with the analytical dispersion plot (red dashed-dot) and 0% strain (•, ○), overlay with the analytical dispersion plot (blue dashed) and b) in native fibers at 0% (•, ○) and 18% applied strain (◄, ◁), overlay with the analytical dispersion plot (olive dashed-dot). Strain values are calculated with respect to the unstretched native fiber length and hence the values for the supercontracted sample are negative. The hatched areas denote the unidirectional stop band in a supercontracted (a) and stretched fiber compared to the native fiber in b). c) Longitudinal moduli parallel and normal to the fiber for the native (■, □) and supercontracted (■, □) silk. d) Mechanical anisotropy vs. strain for the native (▲) and supercontracted (▲) silk. Error bars show the uncertainty of modulus due to the error in measuring fiber diameter. e) Top. Schematic of the microstructure of the spider silk fiber consisting of nanocrystals interlinked by a fraction of pre-strained chains in the amorphous matrix. This presents spatial stress and strain gradients, which translates into a non-local correlation length l c that imparts the spatial dispersivity similar to a lattice. Bottom. Schematic of the equivalent anharmonic linear chain, with the discretized lattice parameter α 0 utilized to capture this non-locality in the amorphous matrix.
In contrast to hybridization 7, 8, 28 , the band bending is instead laterally shifted to lower q* values and occurs at approximately the same frequency due to increased nonlinearity and nonlocality as the amorphous chains stretch and become more aligned, both effects physically consistent with strain-induced stiffening. The analytical dispersion plots (Fig. 3a,b In summary, the observation of a hypersonic phononic band gap and presence of a negatively dispersive region in a natural material are reported. Through a nonlinear 1D lattice chain model, these features are attributed to the intriguing and subtle interplay between the (i) uniaxial symmetry of the nanofibrils and (ii) nonlocal nonlinear mechanical behavior of the surrounding inhomogeneous amorphous polymer matrix. The interrogation of the silk by phonon propagation at short length scales reveals the major role played by the multilevel structural organization and the influence of nonlinearity on axial elastic energy flow in spider silk, distinctly with a wide low frequency band gap, in the absence of any discrete structural periodicity or resonance based hybridization 7, 8 . This finding provides an intriguing principle towards novel routes to tunable dynamic metamaterials by meshing symmetry with material nonlinearity, and generalizing discrete periodicity with spatial non-locality. Similar findings are anticipated in a manifold of active natural 29 and hybrid hierarchical materials 30 , pointing towards rich possibilities from bio-inspiration for the rational design of dynamic materials.
